Elevating CX: A Guide to
Captivating Customer Feedback
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Customer experience has been a hot topic for a number of years now, thanks to the rapid rate of
digital innovation which has had a profound effect on customer expectations. In today’s world, it’s
never been more important for businesses to build an emotional connection with customers. It’s
critical to listen to what they are thinking and feeling and use this insight to design experiences
that exceed expectations, create brand advocates and drive loyalty.
In fact, a recent study suggests that by 2020, customer experience will overtake price and product
as the key brand differentiator. In a market inundated with more choices than ever before, it’s no
longer enough to rely on superior products and services or lower price points to be the number
one choice for your customers. If you want to cater to customers’ needs, provide a seamless
customer experience, and drive loyalty and sales, you need to really get to know your customers
to appeal to them.
So, CX isn’t going anywhere - in fact, it’s set to become even more vital to business success in the
future. However, as customer experience continues to grow in importance, how can you make sure
you get your CX program just right? Ultimately, a successful program requires the perfect blend
of people, processes, and technology but it’s crucial to put your strategy in place first if you’re to
deliver the stellar experiences that win over customers and build affinity for your brand.

The challenges of modern CX programs
The need for a robust customer experience strategy is clear. In markets awash with choices and
options, CX is your competitive differentiator. Yet there is still an apparent disconnect between
brands and their customers which is often the result of a void of real,
employee-to-customer interactions.
Employees, from the C-Suite to the front line, are often too far removed from what customers want
and need. As a result, it’s difficult to deliver consistent experiences both pre and post sale, across
multiple touchpoints and ensure they are positive, meaningful interactions.

It's impossible to ignore the commercial opportunity of getting customer
experience right too when 86% of buyers state they'd be prepared to pay
more for a better brand experience. Despite this knowledge, less than 1/3
of CX initiatives are currently considered to be successful. Something’s
not adding up - but why?
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All too often, it's because stand-out customer experiences are dependent on a detailed
understanding of customers’ preferences, habits and problems. Customer feedback is the driving
force behind this understanding and should be a central tenet of any CX strategy. However, until
recently, the most popular method of understanding customer behavior has been to conduct a
survey, with online, self-completed data collection leading the way as the go-to insight collection
method over the last 15 years.
NPS, Customer Satisfaction and Customer Effort scores have been the chosen tools for “listening”
to customers, measuring satisfaction, mapping their journeys and developing products and
services. Enterprises have rolled out these listening posts en masse, across multiple divisions of the
business to get a handle on customers' views. But as customers become increasingly demanding,
these scores alone are no longer enough.

Finding a captivating feedback solution
In the past, some brands have tried to expand the feedback collected by adding open text
questions to traditional scores. However, although text-based question surveys are supposed to
encourage consumers to share their thoughts and opinions, in reality, they are pretty cumbersome
and restrictive, resulting in short answers and very little insight. Text boxes usually deliver
responses of just three or four words and nearly always less than 50 characters - or worse, they
are skipped altogether, and before you know it, you’re back to working with scores alone.
As a result, many traditional CX feedback tools can only provide us with the “what” - but to truly
understand customers, we need to be more expansive. In today’s world, we need to understand
the why behind customer decisions to respond to customer demand, unlock actionable insights
and deliver real change. For your CX to exceed expectations, it needs to access the pulse of what
your customers are thinking and feeling to ensure the entire organization empathizes with
your customers.
With so many different customer touchpoints, it’s crucial to remove the barriers of structured
data standing between colleagues and customers with emotional, highly engaging, rich feedback.
In doing so, you can instill a direct line of communication straight from the customer to every
individual in your organization, be those frontline employees or the C-Suite.
It’s not that the methods you are currently using aren’t working - but you could improve your
results and access more profound insights by using advanced CX methods that allow you to go
beyond the top-level scores and dive deeper.

Let’s take a look at how...
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How video can help transform your CX
Embracing video can transform your CX surveys and boost the impact of your CX program.
Considering that most of us are never more than a few feet away from a smartphone or laptop,
coupled with the growth in popularity of self-recorded video sharing in apps such as Snapchat
and Instagram, it makes sense that companies are using customer-recorded video to collect CX
feedback. Moreover, it explains why video is becoming the most popular way to gather authentic,
emotive feedback and report on it.
Videos from customers substantiate your scores and statistics with visual evidence by delivering
emotional insights that are difficult to ignore. That means you can inspire your colleagues by
allowing them to see the world through your customers’ eyes.
Essentially, video humanizes your feedback. It enables your customers to express themselves,
providing you with a real understanding of their thoughts, desires and opinions. With video, you
literally see, hear and feel customers as they record rich, expressive answers to your questions.
As a result, you can access the “why” behind scores and share evidence that demands attention,
creates empathy and transforms culture in your enterprise. Video truly brings the customer to life
for stakeholders and key decision makers by going beyond the metrics and infusing the customer
into the decision making process in the C-Suite.

Making customer feedback an
experiential touchpoint
Video doesn’t just benefit you, though. It also greatly enhances the survey experience, enabling
your consumers to freely express their thoughts and feelings in a fun and frictionless manner.
Customers also love video because it empowers them by making them feel like their opinions are
important and that they are more than just data. To them, it feels like they’re sending a direct
message to the CEO rather than becoming yet another piece of aggregated data.
Video also makes it easier for your customers to express themselves than closed-end questions,
tired text boxes or score based questions. Finally, it’s much more personal, adding more of a
human aspect to communication which means your customers can clearly portray emotion
through body language and facial expressions. It’s a new experience that's simple and easy for
your customers to use and delivers spontaneous and honest answers for you.
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How tech has made VideoCX a reality
Video has always been a powerful feedback tool for businesses - albeit one that was typically
resource-intensive. In the past, CX practitioners looking to use video to get a real view of
customers had to navigate the geographical difficulties of physically filming customers, as well
as endure the lengthy task of analyzing footage and using complicated editing software to build
a shareable output.
Fortunately, the advancement of video insight technology means video can humanize your CX
program in minutes, putting a face to your feedback. There’s no longer any need for it to take
weeks to get to the emotion behind the metrics and build customer empathy within the minds
of key stakeholders. Enterprise solutions like VideoCX allow you to uncover complex customer
thinking and deliver deep insights faster than ever before in

four
simple
steps...

1

Listen
Capture hundreds of videos from your target audience by just adding a simple block
of code to any new or existing feedback platform. Whether you want to launch a new
customized, video-first CX survey, or add video to an existing program, it’s easy to get
going. In doing so, you enable your customers to share their experiences in their own
words via video across any touchpoint, any channel, on any device, at any time.

2

Analyze
Once your video is captured and uploaded, powerful video analytics provide realtime insight and alerts into key themes, trends and emotions experienced across
your customer journey. Automated transcription, theme-coding and sentiment
categorization applied to hundreds of customer videos will surface the most
compelling insights in seconds.
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3

Influence
Intuitive editing tools enable you to select, customize and share your most powerful
customer stories. Drag and drop the most compelling video snippets into your
showreel to make sure the most important insights are the focal point of the rich,
visual results you use to influence the C-suite.

4

Act
Agile video gives you feedback which can be acted upon at speed, which gives you the
opportunity to forge stronger relationships with your customers. You can even use video
replies to close the feedback loop.

The result? You can build a deeper understanding of large
volumes of video, in less time, to establish in-depth insights
that are easy to disseminate and can transform your
organization's culture. And you can do it all without having
to trawl through video responses or survey results manually.
That means you can discover themes that really matter and
transform the way you communicate customer feedback
across your organization with customer stories that

engage stakeholders and drive empathy.
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Two simple ways to put video at the heart
of your program
How can you get started? VideoCX offers a complete enterprise level, end-to-end CX solution that
allows your customers to share video feedback alongside traditional CX scores easily. There are
two easy ways to put video at the heart of your CX program - you can either make video its own
standalone listening post within your CX program, or it can sit alongside and inside of already
deployed listening posts - it’s completely up to you.
No matter how you want to bring customer stories into the CX data you collect, there is a video
solution that works for you. And whether you want to utilize video in a new or existing program, in
just a few clicks, you can listen to customers via video, analyze feedback in real-time, influence with
compelling stories, reporting and analytics, and put actionable, contextualized feedback into
any CX program.
If you’d like to explore the ways you can use VideoCX to put a face to the feedback and transform
your CX, visit voxpopme.com today to connect with us or use the button below to book a
personalised intro session...

We don’t bite...
Let’s talk.

BOOK YOUR INTRO SESSION
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